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Extensive studies have been conducted in the past to show that the characteristics of a 
non-pneumatic structure, the Tweel
TM 
are the same as the pneumatic tires. These characteristics 





 consists of a ring shaped shear beam comprised of two 
inextensible membranes separated by a relatively low modulus elastic material. This shear beam 
is connected to the hub by thin elastic spokes. 
When used for high speed rolling applications, the Tweel
TM
 produces unacceptably high 
levels of acoustic noise. It has been suggested that this noise source was not a forced vibration 
due to the wheel rotational speed but rather a self-excited vibration of some portion of the 
Tweel
TM
.  It was hypothesized that spokes are the source for this vibration. As the spokes enter 
the contact region they buckle and snap back into a state of tension as they leave the contact 
region. This transition may excite a resonant vibration of spokes which is relatively independent 
of the wheel speed.   
This thesis focuses on four aspects: 1) Creating the finite element model of a rolling 
Tweel
TM
 which is in contact with a rigid plane to observe the spoke vibrations. 2) Investigating 
the effect of rolling speed on the observed spoke vibration frequencies. 3) Investigating the effect 
of spoke thickness on spoke vibration frequencies. 4) Creating a three-dimensional Tweel
TM
 
spoke to investigate both the in-plane and out-of-plane spoke vibrations. 
In this work, a planar finite element model of a Tweel
TM
 was created by Michelin in a 
computer aided engineering software called ABAQUS using a plug-in user interface. Two-
dimensional plane stress/plane strain models were created with hyperelastic materials for the 
shear band and spokes, and orthotropic elastic materials for the inextensible membranes. 
Simulation of the cooling which takes place following the casting of the Tweel
TM
 during 
  iii 
manufacturing was performed using coupled displacement-temperature analysis with 
ABAQUS/Standard solver and the results were imported into ABAQUS/Explicit for performing 
the dynamic simulations using dynamic coupled displacement-temperature analysis. In order to 
reduce the computational time an initial linear velocity was defined for the ground and an initial 
angular velocity for the Tweel
TM
, thus eliminating the time required to accelerate the Tweel
TM 
from rest to its final speed. The profile of the spoke length versus time was plotted to see the 
spoke buckle as it enters the contact region and snaps back in tension when leaving the contact 
region. The frequency spectrum of the observed spoke vibrations was computed. It was noted that 
one of the dominant vibration frequencies does not change with vehicle speed. The effects of 
spoke thickness on the spoke vibration frequencies were studied and it was observed that change 
in spoke thickness has an impact on the amplitudes of the spoke vibration but not on the 
frequency.  
The two-dimensional model of the Tweel
TM
 can only capture in-plane vibrations. 
Therefore, a three-dimensional Tweel
TM
 spoke model was created in order to capture both the in-
plane and out-of-plane spoke vibrations.  The spoke length vs. time profile obtained from the 
two-dimensional model was given as an input to the three-dimensional spoke model and the 
resulting vibrations were studied.  
Finally, improved computational modeling strategies like coupling of spoke vibrations to 
ring vibrations, using beam elements for spokes, effect of material damping on spoke response, 
sensitivity of spoke vibration frequency to variations in spoke thickness along its length and 
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The development of pneumatic tire technologies over the past years has dramatically 
improved the quality of life for its customers; however their problems related to maintenance of 
inflation pressure, durability and reliability are present until today. The non-pneumatic structure 
called the TWEEL
TM
, proposed by Michelin North America, not only eliminates these constraints 
but also expands the limited design space of the pneumatic tire. Extensive studies have been 
conducted to understand the mechanics, working and behavior of these non-pneumatic wheels 
under static conditions or at very low speeds. The Tweel
TM
 when used for high speed applications 
produces high levels of undesirable noise and the reason for this is hypothesized to be the 
behavior of the spoke while entering and exiting the contact region. Hence, this thesis studies the 
importance of spoke dynamics in order to address the high speed applications of these non-
pneumatic tires for automotive purposes. This new tire/wheel as shown in Figure 1-1, is 
comprised of a low elastic modulus layer called the shear beam and deformable spokes connected 




Figure 1-1: Non-pneumatic structure proposed by Michelin [1] 
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1.1 Literature Review 
The pneumatic tire invented by John Boyd Dunlop in 1888 has four critical 
characteristics that make it superior to other designs: 1) Low energy loss from obstacle impacts, 
2) Low mass (load carrying efficiency), 3) Low stiffness and 4) Low contact pressure. The 
pneumatic tire loses much less energy than a solid wheel when it makes impact with and rolls 
over an obstacle. This was the fundamental characteristic recognized by John Boyd Dunlop in his 
famous barnyard experiment [2]. The pneumatic tire exhibits a load carrying mechanism often 
called “top loader”, in which the axle load essentially hangs from the pneumatically supported 
upper arch.  In contrast, the conventional solid wheel exhibits an inefficient “bottom loader” 
mechanism, where the axle load is carried by compressive loads through the bottom of the wheel 
structure. This enables the pneumatic tire to have relatively low vertical stiffness and undergo 
large deformations in the contact region. The low contact stiffness also results in low average 
contact pressure for the pneumatic tire, which produces high levels of traction, long wear, and 
prevents damage to the road surface. However, the pneumatic tire also has certain disadvantages 
related to its strength, consistency, and maintenance of inflation pressure. The design constraints 
for a pneumatic tire are restrictive. The load deflection curve for a pneumatic tire is fixed and so, 
the lateral, longitudinal and vertical stiffnesses of a pneumatic tire are all coupled [3]. Recently, 
Timothy B. Rhyne and Steven M. Cron proposed a non-pneumatic tire/wheel structure that 
exhibits many of the same beneficial characteristics of a pneumatic tire while avoiding some of 
its disadvantages [1].  
The non-pneumatic structure consists of three basic parts 1) a circular deformable “shear 
beam” 2) collapsible spokes and 3) a rigid hub as shown in Figure 1-2. The elastic collapsible 
spokes are attached to the rigid hub on one end and to the shear beam on the other, thus forming 
an integrated tire and wheel structure called the TWEEL
TM




consists of a relatively low modulus elastic layer sandwiched between two “inextensible 
membranes”, thin layers with low bending stiffness but high stiffness in the circumferential 
direction.  The shear beam performs the function of the inflation pressure in the pneumatic tire 
and enables a large contact patch with relatively low and constant contact pressure. When the 
Tweel
TM
 is loaded, the shear beam deforms in the contact region, and as the critical buckling load 
of the spokes is low, they buckle and effectively carry no load. The part of the shear beam in the 
contact region takes a shorter path while, the other part of the shear beam outside the contact 
region tends to expand. Due to this phenomenon, two radii, R1 and R2, are generated as shown in 
the figure. Since the shear beam is inextensible and the chord defining the contact patch is shorter 
than the corresponding arc, there is excess of length that must be accounted for. There are two 
ways in which this excess length can be accommodated: long contact path or increase in the shear 
beam diameter, R1 [1].  If the spokes act as weak springs in tension, the R1 increases, shortening 
the contact path. This situation represents the low stiffness case. On the other hand, if the spokes 
act as stiff springs resisting an increase in R1, the contact length increases, resulting in higher 
vertical stiffness. A significant advantage of the Tweel
TM
 over a pneumatic tire is that the load 
carrying mechanism is substantially different for vertical loads compared to horizontal loads, 
enabling the vertical stiffness characteristics to be decoupled from the horizontal stiffness.  This 
is in contrast to a pneumatic tire where all stiffnesses are essentially defined and controlled by the 
inflation pressure and cannot be effectively decoupled [4-6]. The Tweel
TM
 also can have lower 





Figure 1-2: Generic Tweel
TM
 diagram as described by Timothy B. Rhyne and Steven M. Cron [1] 
Rhyne and Cron [2006] studied the energy loss of the Tweel
TM
 during obstacle impacts 
using both analytical and computational models [7]. They found that vibrational energy imparted 
to the Tweel
TM
 during the restitution phase of impact causes dynamic energy losses even if the 
Tweel
TM
 is constructed from a theoretically lossless material [8, 9]. This elastic energy loss is 
controlled by the obstacle impact time and was simulated using a two-dimensional finite element 
model of a tire. They found that short duration impacts cause more dynamic excitation of the tire 
and thus, shorter impact time results in greater energy loss. Experimental results matched the 
simulation results but showed somewhat higher energy loss, which is anticipated, as the two-
dimensional simulations could capture only in-plane vibration modes of the Tweel
TM
, but not the 
out-of-plane modes [7].  
An automotive Tweel
TM
 appropriate for an Audi A4 vehicle as shown in Figure 1-4 was 
manufactured and physical tests were conducted at Michelin‟s Laurens Proving Grounds. During 
these tests, it was observed that during high speed rolling, the Tweel
TM
 produces an unacceptable 
level of noise.  Furthermore, the frequency of the acoustic noise appeared to be independent of 




 structure.  It was hypothesized that the source of this noise was due to spoke vibrations 
which were excited by the sudden snapping of the spoke from its buckled state to its tensile state 





Figure 1-3: MICHELIN's Automotive Tweel
TM




Figure 1-4: MICHELIN's Tweel
TM
 mounted on Audi A4 taken from Google
1
 Images 
The dynamics of Tweel
TM
 spokes were studied in simulation by Cron [2006] using 
ABAQUS, commercial finite element analysis software [11].  In his model, he used ABAQUS 
connectors and coupling constraints to simulate the high speed motion of an elastic spoke [12-




15].  In this research, he used a three-dimensional single spoke solid model with the geometry and 
dimensions of an automotive Tweel
TM
 spoke as shown in Figure 1-5. The actual path of the spoke 
ends as they pass into and out of the contact region is unknown, and so was approximated by 
circular paths of varied radii as shown in Figure 1-6. The inner connection of the spoke to the hub 
was assumed to move along a simple circular path of radius Rhub, while the outer spoke 
connection to the shear beam was assumed to move along a circular radius R0, then a transition 
circular arc radius Rt and finally along a straight line path in the contact region. The spoke was 
initially stretched to impose a static tensile strain of 3% and was linearly accelerated from rest to 
a realistic highway speed of 80 km/hr (22,222 mm/sec tangentially) [11]. 
 
Figure 1-5: Steven M. Cron's geometry and mesh of spoke part [11] 
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Figure 1-6: Steven M. Cron's spoke connection paths developed using ABAQUS Connectors [11] 
Figure 1-7 and Figure 1-8 show the connector beams attached to the spoke which define 
the dynamic path of the inner and outer ends of the spoke [11]. These boundary conditions are 
somewhat artificially defined, and it is not clear that they correctly describe the dynamic behavior 
of the spoke as it enters the contact region, buckles and snaps back to tension while exiting the 
contact region. 
 




Figure 1-8: Steven M. Cron's Spoke model with all connector beams attached [11] 
Therefore, in this work we simulate a Tweel
TM
 rolling at high speed on a rigid surface to 
investigate the resulting spoke vibrations. In order to reduce the computational time required, a 
two-dimensional model of a rolling Tweel
TM
 was created and analyzed. 
 
 
1.2 Thesis Objective and Outline 
The objective of this work is to develop a computational method for dynamic analysis of 
a high speed rolling two-dimensional Tweel
TM
 which is in contact with a rigid plane, and to 
investigate the spoke vibration frequencies. The in-plane spoke vibrations are identified as the 
spokes enter the contact region, buckle and snap back to tension as they leave the contact region. 
The effects of spoke thickness on the spoke vibration frequencies are studied for these models 
and it has been found that the spoke vibration frequencies are independent of the spoke thickness. 
Also, the spoke length vs. time profile is obtained from this model and later given as an input 
boundary condition to a three-dimensional Tweel
TM
 spoke model to capture both the in-plane and 
out-of plane spoke vibrations and their corresponding frequencies. An outline of this work is as 
follows: 
 9 
Chapter 2 explains the two-dimensional Tweel
TM
 plug-in created in finite element 
analysis software, ABAQUS, the material properties used, and contact interactions defined 
between different components of the Tweel
TM
.  
Chapter 3 describes the computational method used for the 2-dimensional high speed 
rolling Tweel
TM
. Boundary conditions, meshing and the simulation procedure in 
ABAQUS/Standard and ABAQUS/Explicit are explained. 
Chapter 4 discusses the results obtained from the two-dimensional Tweel
TM
 model and 
the effects of different parameters on the spoke vibration frequencies, focusing on the effect of 
Tweel
TM
 rolling speeds and spoke thicknesses on the spoke vibration frequencies. 
Chapter 5 describes the computational method used for the 3-dimensional Tweel
TM
 single 
spoke model. Boundary conditions, meshing and the simulation procedure carried out in 
ABAQUS/Standard solver and ABAQUS/Explicit solver are discussed. 
Chapter 6 discusses the results from the three-dimensional single spoke Tweel
TM
 model. 
The spoke length profile obtained from the two-dimensional model is given as an input boundary 
condition to this three-dimensional single spoke model and the spoke vibration frequencies are 
investigated.  








FINITE ELEMENT MODEL OF THE TWEEL
TM 
2.1 Two dimensional TweelTM Plug-in 
 
Figure 2-1: Two-dimensional Tweel
TM
 plug-in created in ABAQUS by Michelin 
A plug-in is a self installing piece of software that extends the capabilities of an 
application by performing ABAQUS Scripting Interface and ABAQUS GUI Toolkit commands 
to customize ABAQUS/CAE to execute specific requirements. A plug-in consists of two parts: 1) 
Python module 2) Registration commands. The python module consists of one or more python 
functions to execute the indented commands and the necessary actions to be taken in initiating a 
plug-in are explained by the registration commands [16]. 
Figure 2-1 shows the User Interface of the plug-in provided by MICHELIN, which helps 
in generating a two-dimensional Tweel
TM
 model. Entering the desired values for different 




 of desired parameters. This plug-in is used to assign different spoke curvatures, spoke 
thicknesses, alter the mesh refinement, change the type of materials to be used, number of cables 
running through the model, and type of the two-dimensional model used. Figure 2-2 shows the 
geometric parameters in the plug-in. 
 The typical dimensions of the Tweel
TM
 equipped on an AUDI A4 which are used in this 
research work are: an outside diameter (D0) of 602 mm, hub diameter (Dh) of 400 mm. The shear 
beam thickness (Tr) is 13 mm, outside coverage (Toc) of 2.5 mm, inside coverage (Tic) of 2.5 mm. 
The number of spoke pairs in the model is 20 with a spoke thickness (Ts) of 3mm each and a 
spoke curvature (C) of 5 mm.  
 
Figure 2-2: Audi Tweel
TM
 geometric parameters generated by the plug-in 
This Tweel
TM
 generated by the plug-in has an estimated total mass of 4.66 kg per 100 
mm width of the Tweel
TM
, an estimated total elastomer mass of 4.22 kg per 100 mm width of the 
Tweel
TM
, an estimated elastomer ring mass of 2.65 kg per 100 mm width of the Tweel
TM
, an 
estimated elastomer spoke mass of 1.58 kg per 100 mm width of the Tweel
TM
, and an estimated 
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steel cable mass of 0.44 kg per 100 mm width of the Tweel
TM
. The mass density of the shear 






 where 1 daN (decaNewton) = 10 Newton. The 









2.2  TweelTM Material Properties 
Tweel
TM
 consists of two kinds of materials:  
1) Elastic, orthotropic materials for the inextensible membranes present in the shear 
beam. 
2) Hyperelastic, isotropic materials for the shear beam and the collapsible spokes. 
1. The inextensible membranes called reinforcements, embedded in the shear beam are 
made of elastic orthotropic materials. The stress-strain relations for these materials are of the 
form [15]: 
11 1111 1122 1133 11 11
22 2222 2233 22 22
33 3333 33 33
12 1212 12 12
13 1313 13 13
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For an orthotropic material the engineering constants define the D matrix as [15] 
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1111 1 23 32
2222 2 13 31
3333 3 12 21
1122 1 21 31 23 2 12 32 13
1133 1 31 21 32 3 13 12 23
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These orthotropic materials defined for the reinforcements require material orientations, 
which are as shown in Figure 2-3. 
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Figure 2-3: Material orientations for the Orthotropic materials in the Tweel
TM
 
The values for the D matrix provided by MICHELIN for these orthotropic materials are: 
D1111 = 0.01 
D1122 = 0 
D2222 = 4137.72 
D1133 = 0 
D2233 = 0 
D3333 = 0.01 
D1212 = 41.3712 
D1313 = 0 
D2323 = 0 
1- Represents radial direction 
2-Represents tangential direction 
3-Represents into the plane of paper 
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The coefficient of thermal expansion () provided by Michelin for these elastic 









C and  
2. The shear beam and the collapsible spokes are made of hyperelastic isotropic materials 
which use Mooney-Rivlin strain energy potential. Hyperelastic materials are nonlinear and 
exhibit instantaneous elastic response up to large strains such as rubber, solid propellant, etc. 
The form of the Mooney-Rivlin strain energy potential is  
2
10 1 01 2
1
1
( 3) ( 3) ( 1)elU C I C I J
D
       
 where, U is the strain energy per unit of reference volume; 10C , 01C , and 1D are 
temperature-dependent material parameters; 1I and 2I  are the first and second deviatoric strain 
invariants defined as  
2 2 2
1 1 2 3I                and          
( 2) ( 2) ( 2)
2 1 2 3I         





 ; J is the total volume ratio; 
elJ  is the 
elastic volume ratio and i are the principal stretches. The initial shear modulus ( 0 ) and bulk 
modulus ( 0K ) are given by [15], 






The values for these constants and the coefficient of thermal expansion provided by 
Michelin for these hyperelastic materials are: 
  C10 = 0.75 ; C01 = 0 ;   D1 = 0.066   and, 
 The coefficient of thermal expansion () is defined to be 0.0002 /0C. 
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2.3 Contact properties between the rigid plane and the TweelTM 
Contact modeling in ABAQUS is used to simulate the interaction between two contact 
surfaces during an analysis [13]. In this work, surface-to-surface contact interaction is defined for 
the deformable outer surface of the shear beam and the rigid ground surface which come into 
contact when loaded. In an analysis, contacting surfaces are allowed to separate as they interact. 
A frictionless interaction property is defined for the two contact surfaces and the deformation of 
the shear beam in contact with the rigid ground provides the necessary tangential forces between 
them. Figure 2-4 shows the contact modeling and the two surfaces which are in contact with each 
other. 
 





2.4 Multi-Point constraints 
The different parts present in the finite element model of the Tweel
TM
 are connected 
using the ABAQUS multi-point constraints. Figure 2-5 shows all the nodes located on outer 







surface of the spokes tied to the inner surface of the shear beam using tie constraints. The inner 
surfaces of the all the spokes are attached to the rigid hub and therefore, all the nodes on the inner 
surfaces of the spokes are constrained in all the three degrees-of-freedom and coupled to the 
reference point of the Tweel
TM
 using coupling constraints as shown in Figure 2-6. The two 
inextensible membranes called the reinforcements, are embedded in the shear beam using 
embedded the region option, where the whole model is selected to be the host region and the 
reinforcements are selected to be the embedded region. Figure 2-7 provides the details for the 
embedded region constraint. 
 
Figure 2-5: TIE constraint in ABAQUS  
 
Outer surface of the 




Figure 2-6: COUPLING constraint in ABAQUS 
 
Figure 2-7: EMBEDDED REGION constraint in ABAQUS 
 
 
Inner surface of 
the spoke 








2.5 Meshing the Two-Dimensional TweelTM  
The ABAQUS plug-in provided by Michelin creates a two-dimensional Tweel
TM
 model 
which automatically meshes itself by dividing the Tweel
TM
 into three faces: Face-1, finely 
meshed, Face-2 and Face-3, coarsely meshed. Figure 2-8, Figure 2-9, Figure 2-10 illustrate the 
three faces used for meshing the Tweel
TM
. The zoom in view of the mesh details showing the 
difference between the fine mesh regions and the coarse mesh regions is provided in Figure 2-11.  
 
Figure 2-8: Face-1 of the meshed Tweel
TM
 
    
 
Figure 2-9: Face-2 of the meshed Tweel
TM
   
  






Figure 2-11: Meshing details of the finite element model of the Tweel
TM
 
The plug-in has options for generating both the plane stress as well as the plane strain 
two- dimensional Tweel
TM
 models. The mesh refinement can also be selected according to the 
user‟s requirement. In this work, the mesh refinement has been selected to be „extra fine‟. There 
are a total of 5100 elements and 7062 nodes in the entire two-dimensional Tweel
TM
 model.  In the 
plane stress model, the finely meshed spoke has 180 elements and 667 nodes each, while the 
coarsely meshed spoke has 40 elements and 165 nodes each. The outer reinforcement has a total 
of 210 elements and 1059 nodes, out of which the outer reinforcement in the Face-1 has 90 
elements and 453 nodes while the outer reinforcement in both Face-2 and Face-3 together have 
120 elements and 606 nodes. The inner reinforcement has a total of 210 elements and 1059 nodes 
and the ring has a total of 1260 elements and 5085 nodes. All the elements in the entire plane 
stress model used for simulating the cooling effect in ABAQUS/Standard are linear four node 
thermally coupled quadrilateral, bilinear displacement and temperature, reduced integration, hour-
glass control plane stress elements of type CPS4RT selected from the ABAQUS/Standard 
elements library [17]. For ABAQUS/Explicit dynamic simulations, linear four node thermally 
coupled quadrilateral, bilinear displacement and temperature, reduced integration, hour-glass 
Finely meshed spokes, 
reinforcements, ring in 
Face-1 region 
Coarsely meshed spokes, 
reinforcements, ring in 
Face-2 region 
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control plane stress elements of type CPS4RT are selected from the ABAQUS/Explicit elements 
library [14]. 
In the plane strain model, the finely meshed spoke has 180 elements and 667 nodes each, 
while the coarsely meshed spoke has 40 elements and 165 nodes each. The outer reinforcement 
has a total of 210 elements and 1059 nodes, out of which the outer reinforcement in the Face-1 
has 90 elements and 453 nodes while the outer reinforcement in both Face-2 and Face-3 together 
have 120 elements and 606 nodes and the ring has a total of 1260 elements and 5085 nodes. All 
the elements in the entire plane strain model used for simulating the cooling effect in 
ABAQUS/Standard are linear four node thermally coupled quadrilateral, bilinear displacement 
and temperature, reduced integration, hour-glass control plane strain elements of type CPE4RT 
selected from the ABAQUS/Standard elements library. For ABAQUS/Explicit dynamic 
simulations, linear four node thermally coupled quadrilateral, bilinear displacement and 
temperature, reduced integration, hour-glass control plane strain elements of type CPE4RT are 
selected from the ABAQUS/Explicit elements library. All the nodes are provided with both 
displacement and rotational degrees-of-freedom. Coincident nodes and coincident elements are 









COMPUTATIONAL METHOD FOR TWO-DIMENSIONAL TWEEL
TM
 
The computational procedure for the two-dimensional Tweel
TM
 model involves these 3 
steps: 
1. Perform the cooling analysis step in ABAQUS/Standard for a time period of 1 





2. Import the cooling results into ABAQUS/Explicit to perform dynamic loading 
and rolling analysis. 
3. Perform the dynamic loading and rolling TweelTM analyses steps in 
ABAQUS/Explicit for a time period of 0.5 seconds each. 
These computational procedures are described in detail in this chapter, and their 
simulation results are provided in Chapter 4. 
 
 
3.1 Computational method for cooling in ABAQUS using Standard solver 
When a Tweel
TM





C (room temperature) which develops thermal stresses in the Tweel
TM
 and as a 
result, the spokes contract and become subject to a tension called pretension. This phenomenon of 
pretension is simulated in ABAQUS/Standard solver using coupled temperature-displacement 
analysis. Non-linear problems in ABAQUS /Standard are solved using Newton‟s method while 
the Stiffness method is used to solve linear problems [17]. Both of these cases require a stiffness 
matrix. Based on the model and step definition, ABAQUS/Standard automatically chooses a 
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symmetric or unsymmetric matrix storage and the solution scheme required to solve the problem. 
The incrementation in ABAQUS/Standard is done in two ways: automatic incrementation or user 
defined fixed time incrementation. In automatic incrementation, depending on the strictness of 
non-linearity, ABAQUS/Standard would increment and iterate to analyze a particular step 
analysis whereas in the case of fixed-time incrementation; the upper limit to the maximum 
number of increments is to be defined [17]. If the maximum number of increments is exceeded 
before a complete solution is obtained, the analysis would stop. The maximum number of 





3.1.1 Boundary conditions for cooling the Tweel
TM 
The reference points of the Tweel
TM
 and ground are constrained in all degrees-of-
freedom. An initial temperature field is defined both for the Tweel
TM
 and ground, with a 
magnitude of 125
0
C. Also, a temperature boundary condition is defined for the entire model with 
a magnitude of 25
0
 C. These boundary conditions simulate the cooling effect on the Tweel
TM
 
from a temperature of 125
0
 C to 25
0
 C. Figure 3-1 illustrates the boundary conditions defined for 
the finite element Tweel
TM
 model. The temperature boundary condition definitions are provided 
in Figure 3-2.  
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Figure 3-1: Boundary conditions for cooling in ABAQUS/Standard 
 




 Reference point 
constrained 
Ground Reference point 
constrained 
Temperature definition for 
entire model 
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3.1.2 Coupled displacement-temperature simulation in ABAQUS/Standard 
 The finite element model of the Tweel
TM
 is subjected to cooling for a period of 1 second 
using the coupled displacement-temperature analysis in ABAQUS/Standard. The geometric non-
linearity is turned on during this analysis step. A coupled temperature-displacement analysis is 
used to solve simultaneously for the stress/displacement and temperature fields. In 
ABAQUS/Standard, the heat transfer equations are integrated using backward-difference scheme 
and the coupled system is solved using Newton‟s method offering both exact as well as 
approximate implementations. The exact implementation contains a non-symmetric Jacobian 





















   
where u  and  are the respective corrections to the incremental displacement and 
temperature, Kij submatrices of the fully coupled Jacobian matrix, and uR , R  are the mechanical 
and thermal residual vectors, respectively.  
 The approximate implementation comes into existence when uK  , uK are small 
compared to the components in the diagonal submatrices uuK , K .  For these problems a less 
costly solution is obtained by making the off-diagonal submatrices to zero so that an approximate 




















 where u  and  are the respective corrections to the incremental displacement, Kij 
submatrices of the fully coupled Jacobian matrix and temperature and uR , R  are the mechanical 
and thermal residual vectors, respectively [17].  
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3.2 Importing the results from ABAQUS/Standard into ABAQUS/Explicit 
The results obtained from the above simulation in ABAQUS/Standard are then imported 
into ABAQUS/Explicit to carry out the dynamic loading and rolling Tweel
TM
 analyses [18]. 
ABAQUS provides the capability to import the results from ABAQUS/Standard into 
ABAQUS/Explicit including the transfer of a deformed mesh and its associated material state. 
New model definitions like new elements, new nodes, new materials, etc. can be added to the 
model in an import analysis once the import has been specified. In order to save the results 
obtained from ABAQUS/Standard, the Standard job was written to restart (.res), analysis 
database (.mdl and .stt) part (.prt) and output database (.odb) files by requesting a restart file in 
the step module. The increments at which restart information were written was also specified. To 
import the results from ABAQUS/Standard into ABAQUS/Explicit, a predefined field called 
initial state in the initial step of the analysis is created by selecting the required parts to be 
imported. The material state along with the deformed shape, stresses, plastic strains, internal 
strains and stresses are imported. The reference configuration is not updated. 
 
 
3.3 Computational method for loading and rolling in ABAQUS using Explicit solver 
ABAQUS/Explicit is used to simulate the finite element model of the Tweel
TM
 for 
dynamic loading and rolling responses. An explicit dynamic response is used for simulating large 
models with relatively short dynamic response times [14]. This dynamic response uses large 
deformation theory where, models can undergo large deformations and rotations. 
ABAQUS/Explicit implements an explicit integration rule along with usage of a diagonal mass 
matrix. The mass matrix is a diagonal and hence the equations of the system are explicitly solved 
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as they are uncoupled. It uses a central difference rule to integrate the equations of motion in a 
dynamic analysis using,  
1 1 ( 1) ( )

































i  refers to the mid-increment values. In the Explicit procedure, the 
accelerations at the beginning of time increment are computed using, 
( ) 1 ( ) ( ).( )i i iu M F I   
where M is the diagonal mass matrix, F is the applied load vector, and I is the internal 
force vector.  
ABAQUS/Explicit is highly efficient for large deformations and nonlinear dynamic 
problems where small time steps are required for accuracy. The advantage of using an Explicit 
dynamic solution is that it does not require iterations and tangent stiffness matrix. The increment 
in velocity is then computed based on a central difference formula as shown below and the 
acceleration is assumed to be constant.  
( )
( / 2) ( / 2) ( )2
t t t






     
  where 
.
u  is the velocity, 
..
u  is the acceleration, and t  is the time increment. 
The velocities thus obtained are then integrated based on central difference formula at 
/ 2t t and are added to the displacements at the beginning of the time step t  to compute the 
displacements at the end of the time step t t  using , 
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( ) ( ) ( / 2)( )t t t t tt t
tu u u      
where 
.
u  is the velocity, u  is the displacement, and t  is the time increment of the 
current step. 
The default time increment for a finite element model in ABAQUS/Explicit is 
automatically calculated to ensure sufficient stability [12]. The stable time increment in 
ABAQUS/Explicit dynamic procedure is given by 
et = L / dC  
where t is the stable time increment, eL  is the length of the smallest element in the 
finite element model, and 
dC  is the velocity of an elastic wave given by 
 /  dC E   
where E is Young‟s modulus of the material and  is the mass density of the material. 
The presence of mesh non uniformity and poor mesh quality decreases the stable time 
increment and thus increases the number of iterations required to solve the problem. The time 
increment in an explicit dynamic procedure is controlled by the smallest element present in the 
entire finite element model.  
 
 
3.3.1 Boundary conditions for dynamic loading and rolling the Tweel
TM
 
The reference point of the Tweel
TM
 is assigned a displacement boundary condition which 
is constrained along the translational degrees-of-freedom while the rotational degree-of-freedom 
is unconstrained. This boundary condition is made to propagate throughout the dynamic loading 
and rolling simulations. The ground reference point is assigned a displacement boundary 
condition in the loading step which is free to translate along the x-direction and constrained along 
the y-direction to translate through a distance of 12 mm which corresponds to the quarter-weight 
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of the vehicle acting on the Tweel
TM
 obtained from the static loading conditions. In addition to it, 
a velocity boundary condition assigned to the ground reference point, created in the loading step, 
will let the ground travel with a certain velocity along the x-direction while the velocities in the 
other two degrees-of-freedom are unconstrained. A constant temperature of 25
0
C is maintained 
for these dynamic simulations by defining a temperature boundary condition for the entire model. 
 
Figure 3-3: Boundary conditions during the loading and rolling analysis steps in ABAQUS/Explicit 
 
 
3.3.2 Dynamic Coupled displacement-temperature simulation in ABAQUS/Explicit 
The loading and rolling analysis steps are performed for a simulation time period of 0.5 
seconds each in ABAQUS/Explicit using dynamic coupled displacement-temperature analysis 
procedure. In the loading step, the ground is smoothly ramped to a vertical displacement of 12 
mm which under normal conditions, corresponds to the quarter load acting on the Tweel
TM
 due to 











rolling step. The reference point of the Tweel
TM
 is assigned an initial angular velocity of 55.13 
rad/sec and the ground is assigned an initial velocity of 16,540.8 mm/sec which corresponds to 60 
km/hr, such that the Tweel
TM
 peripheral velocity matches the ground velocity. The Tweel
TM
 
angular velocity is not held constant but is determined by the interaction between the ground and 
the Tweel
TM
 as the simulation progresses while the ground velocity is held constant for the entire 
simulation. The temperature for the entire model during these dynamic simulations is kept 
constant at 25
0
C. The contact interaction between the ground and the Tweel
TM
 is defined to be 
frictionless as the deformation of the shear beam when it comes in contact with the rigid ground 
provides the necessary tangential forces between them. 
 
Figure 3-4: Graph for the static load per mm width of Tweel
TM
 vs. deflection 
 






 RESULTS FROM THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL TWEEL
TM 
ABAQUS/Standard and ABAQUS/Explicit are used to simulate the cooling, dynamic 
loading and rolling analyses on the two-dimensional finite element Tweel
TM
 model. The finite 
element simulation of the cooling analysis in ABAQUS/Standard for a Tweel
TM
 is conducted as 
described in Section 3.1. The results obtained from the cooling simulation are then imported into 
ABAQUS/Explicit where finite element simulations of loading and rolling analyses for the 
Tweel
TM
 rolling at 60 km/hr are conducted as described in Section 3.2 and Section 3.3. Later, the 
effects of rolling speed and spoke thicknesses on the spoke vibration frequencies are discussed. 
 
 
4.1 Simulation of cooling effect in ABAQUS/Standard 
This section discusses the results of cooling simulation carried out in ABAQUS/Standard 
using coupled displacement-temperature analysis. The two-dimensional finite element model of 
the Tweel
TM
 along with the geometric model is used to simulate the cooling effect. The overall 
dimensions of different surfaces in the finite element model were discussed earlier in Chapter 2. 
The thickness of the spoke is 3 mm and the spoke curvature is 5 mm. The spokes and the shear 
beam are made of isotropic hyperelastic materials while the two-inextensible membranes called 
the reinforcements are made of orthotropic elastic materials.  
The reference points of the ground and the Tweel
TM
 are constrained in all degrees of 
freedom and an initial temperature field of 125
0
C is defined. A temperature boundary condition 
of magnitude 25
0
C is defined for the entire model. This change in temperature causes the entire 
Tweel
TM
 to contract in size and as a result the spokes are stretched into tension. A maximum 
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Von-Mises stress of 2.704 daN/mm
2
 is developed at the outer reinforcement membrane as shown 
in Figure 4-1 and temperature distribution is provided in Figure 4-2. 
 
Figure 4-1: Contours of the Von-Mises Stress from cooling simulation in ABAQUS/Standard 
 
High stresses on the 
Reinforcement outer 




Figure 4-2: Temperature vs. time for cooling simulation in ABAQUS/Standard 
 
 
4.2 Simulation of loading and rolling the TweelTM at 60 km/hr in ABAQUS/Explicit 
This section discusses the results obtained from the loading and rolling simulations 
carried in ABAQUS/Explicit using dynamic coupled-displacement temperature analysis. The 
boundary conditions, constraints, initial velocity fields are discussed earlier in Chapter 3. In the 
loading phase, the ground is vertically displaced through a distance of 12 mm which under 
normal conditions, corresponds to the quarter load acting on the Tweel
TM
 due to the self weight of 
the vehicle. A maximum Von-Mises stress of 13.28 daN/mm
2
 is developed at the outer 
reinforcement membrane as shown in Figure 4-3. 
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Figure 4-3: Contours of Von-Mises stresses from Loading and Rolling simulations at 60 km/hr 
The Tweel
TM
 is assigned an initial angular velocity of 55.13 rad/sec such that the 
Tweel
TM
 peripheral velocity matches the ground velocity. The angular velocity for the rest of the 
simulation is determined by the interaction between the ground and the Tweel
TM
. 






 Angular velocity vs. Time for Tweel
TM
 rolling at 60 Km/hr 
The ground is defined an initial velocity of 16540.5 mm/sec which corresponds to 60 
km/hr. This velocity is held constant throughout the simulation as shown in Figure 4-5. In order 
to track the spoke vibrations, marker nodes (red shots) as shown in Figure 4-6 were created on a 
single spoke which is the contact region. The length of the spoke was computed by calculating 
the distance between node 9 and node 12 at each time step.  
Loading Phase Rolling Phase 
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Figure 4-5: Ground velocity vs. Time for Tweel
TM
 rolling at 60 Km/hr 
  








Rolling Phase Loading Phase 
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The magnitude of lateral vibrations of the spoke were computed analytically by drawing 
a straight line passing through node 9 and node 12 and calculating the perpendicular distance of 
the nodes 9, 10, 163, 11, 12 as shown in Figure 4-7. The variation of the length of the spoke is 
also computed by calculating the distance between the node 9 and node 12 at each time step. The 
sharp spikes in Figure 4-8 represent the shortening of the spoke as it passes through the contact 
region and buckles. It is observed that the amount of spoke shortening increases gradually during 
the loading phase as the ground slowly displaces vertically into the Tweel
TM
, followed by 
relatively constant shortening during the rolling phase of the simulation. The length of the spoke 
is relatively constant when it is not in the contact region. 
 





































Figure 4-8: Spoke length vs. Time for Tweel
TM
 rolling at 60 Km/hr 




































Loading Phase Rolling Phase
 
Figure 4-9: Perpendicular distance of Marker nodes from the straight line vs. Time at 60 Km/hr 
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The frequency contents for these lateral spoke vibrations are extracted using Simulink 
toolboxes in MATLAB
2
. Two possible numerical simulation conditions were checked to 
determine if they were the cause for the high frequency spoke length variation outside the contact 
region as shown in Figures 10 and 11. The first possibility is that the elements around the 
periphery of the Tweel
TM
 make it appear to be a many sided polygon rather than a smooth 
surface, and as it rolls the frequency of elements passing through the contact region may excite 
the structure. However, this discretization frequency at 60 km/hr is of the order 3200 Hz, which is 
much greater than any frequency shown in Figure 4-12. The second possibility is that „flower 
petaling‟ of the shear beam or the ring between the spoke may excite the structure. This flower 
petaling or spoke passing frequency is of the order 332 Hz which also does not appear in Figure 
4-12. From Figure 4-8, it is also observed that there is a consistent pattern of spoke lengthening 
prior to entering the contact zone. 





Figure 4-10: Possible sources of excitation-I 
Spoke spacing
 
Figure 4-11: Possible sources of excitation-II 




Figure 4-12, Figure 4-13, Figure 4-14 show the frequency content of the data in Figure 
4-9 (orange box) for the time period from 1.6 seconds to 2 seconds during the rolling phase. 
Nodes 10 and 11 are the intermediate nodes while the node 163 is the middle node. It is observed 
that intermediate nodes along with the middle node  have frequency peaks at 190 Hz and 620 Hz 
while, the intermediate nodes shows an additional peak at 360 Hz which is absent in the middle 















Figure 4-14: Frequency spectrum of lower quarter node lateral spoke vibrations at 60 Km/hr 
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To ensure that the results are accurate and the inertia forces are negligible the kinetic 
energy was calculated and compared to the total internal energy. This shows that the cooling 
simulation performed for a time period of 1 second analysis is static, since the kinetic energy of 
the model is below 5% of the internal energy of the entire model. Figure 4-15 shows the 
comparison of kinetic and internal energies of the model during the cooling simulation in 
ABAQUS/Standard. Figure 4-16 shows that the kinetic energy is more than the internal energy 
thereby confirming the dynamic loading and rolling simulations carried out in ABAQUS/Explicit 
for a time period of 0.5 seconds each respectively [12]. 
 
Figure 4-15: Comparison of Kinetic and Internal energies of 2-D Tweel
TM







Figure 4-16: Comparison of Kinetic and Internal energies of 2-D Tweel
TM
 model during dynamic 
loading and rolling simulations 
 
 
4.3 Simulation of loading and rolling the TweelTM at 80 km/hr in ABAQUS/Explicit 
It is hypothesized that the spoke vibration frequencies will not change with the Tweel
TM
 
rolling speeds. The same simulation procedure as discussed earlier in Chapter 3 is repeated but 
for Tweel
TM
 rolling at 80 km/hr. The results for cooling the Tweel
TM
 in ABAQUS/Standard is 
same as in the case of Tweel rolling at 60 km/hr and is as shown in Figure 4-1 and Figure 4-2. 
The Tweel
TM
 is assigned an initial angular velocity of 73.82 rad/sec such that the Tweel
TM
 
peripheral velocity matches the ground velocity of 22,222 mm/sec which corresponds to 80 
km/hr. The angular velocity for the rest of the simulation is determined by the interaction between 
the ground and the Tweel
TM
. A maximum Von-Mises stress of 9.784 daN/mm
2
 is developed at the 





Figure 4-17: Contours of Von-Mises stresses from Loading and Rolling simulations at 80 km/hr 
In order to reduce the spoke intersections, the ground is vertically displaced through a 
distance of 8 mm in this simulation. Figure 4-18 shows the variation of ground velocity and 
Figure 4-19 shows the variation of Tweel
TM
 angular velocity. 








 angular velocity vs. Time 
Loading Phase Rolling Phase 
Loading Phase Rolling Phase 
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The marker nodes, lateral spoke vibrations and frequency contents for Tweel
TM
 rolling at 
80 km/hr are computed as discussed earlier in Section 4.2. Figure 4-20 shows the variation of 
spoke length versus time. The sharp spikes in Figure 4-20 represent the buckling of the spoke 
when it passes the contact region. The amount of spoke shortening increases gradually during the 
loading phase as the ground slowly displaces vertically through a distance of 8mm into the 
Tweel
TM
 and relatively constant when not in the contact zone. It is also observed form Figure 
4-20, that there is a consistent pattern of spoke lengthening prior to entering the contact zone 
which is also seen in the case of a Tweel
TM
 rolling at a speed of 60 km/hr. 



























Loading Phase Rolling Phase
 
Figure 4-20: Spoke length vs. Time for Tweel
TM
 rolling at 80 km/hr 
In this simulation of Tweel
TM
 rolling at 80 km/hr, the marker nodes are still the same as 
in the case of Tweel
TM
 rolling at 60 km/hr as shown in Figure 4-6. The perpendicular distance of 
the marker nodes from the straight line is calculated analytically at every time step using 
MATLAB and plotted as shown in Figure 4-21. The frequency content for these lateral spoke 
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vibrations are computed and plotted using Simulink in MATLAB from time period of 1.6 seconds 
to 2 seconds during the rolling phase (orange box).  
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Figure 4-21: Perpendicular distance of Marker nodes from the straight line at 80 km/hr 
It is observed that intermediate nodes along with the middle node for the Tweel
TM
 rolling 
at 80 km/hr show higher amplitude frequency peaks at 190 Hz and 620 Hz which are also seen at 
a Tweel
TM
 rolling speed of 60 km/hr but with lower amplitudes. The intermediate nodes for the 
Tweel
TM
 rolling at 80 km/hr, show a peak at 360 Hz which is absent in the middle node frequency 
contents, is also seen in the case of a Tweel
TM
 rolling at 60 km/hr. Figure 4-22 shows the 
frequency content of the middle node (node 163) while, Figure 4-23, Figure 4-24 show the 
frequency contents of upper quarter node (node 10) and lower quarter node (node 11) for the data 




Figure 4-22: Frequency spectrum of middle node lateral spoke vibrations at 80 Km/hr 
 








Figure 4-24: Frequency spectrum of lower quarter node lateral spoke vibrations at 80 km/hr 
 
 
4.4 Simulation of a TweelTM with 4.5 mm thick spokes rolling at 60 km/hr 
The thickness of all the spokes in the Tweel
TM
 is increased by 50% i.e., from 3 mm to 4.5 
mm and the simulation is carried out in same procedure as discussed earlier in Chapter 3. The 
ground is vertically displaced through a distance of 9 mm for the same amount of load acting on 
the Tweel
TM
 due to the self weight of the vehicle. Figure 4-25 shows static load versus deflection 
curve for the Tweel
TM
. Marker nodes are created on the spoke which are similar to ones created in 
the Section 4.2. Node 10 and node 11 are the upper and lower intermediate nodes respectively, 
while node 163 is the middle node as shown in Figure 4-6. The perpendicular distance of the 
marker nodes from the straight line, lateral spoke vibrations, and frequency contents are 






Figure 4-25: Vertical load vs. Deflection for 4.5 mm thick spoke Tweel
TM
 
The variation in spoke length for a Tweel
TM
 rolling at 60 km/hr with 4.5 mm thick spokes 
is shown in Figure 4-26. The perpendicular distance of the marker nodes from the straight line 
computed at every time step is shown in Figure 4-27. 
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Figure 4-26: Spoke length vs. Time for a Tweel
TM
 with 4.5 mm thick spokes at 60 km/hr 
The frequency spectrum is obtained from a time period of 1.6 seconds to 2 seconds 
during the rolling phase for the data shown in Figure 4-27 (orange box).It can seen from the 
frequency spectrums that there is no significant shift in the frequencies, when the thickness of 
Tweel
TM
 spokes is increased by 50%. It is observed from Figure 4-28, „frequency spectrum of the 
middle node lateral spoke vibrations for a Tweel
TM
 with 4.5 mm thick spokes rolling at 60 
km/hr‟, that it contains a peak at 200 Hz but with a lesser amplitude of 900 instead of 1800 on 
comparing with Figure 4-12, „frequency spectrum of middle node lateral vibrations (3mm 
original thick spokes) for Tweel
TM
 rolling at a speed of 60 km/hr‟. It is also noted from Figure 
4-29 and Figure 4-30 that the frequency peaks at 200 Hz and 420 Hz are of lesser amplitudes 
when compared to the frequency spectrum of upper and lower quarter nodes lateral spoke 
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vibrations (3mm original thick spoke) for Tweel
TM
 rolling at 60 km/hr, Figure 4-13 and Figure 
4-14.  


































Figure 4-27: Perpendicular distance of Marker nodes from straight line with 4.5 mm thick spokes 









Figure 4-28: Frequency spectrum of middle node lateral spoke vibrations with 4.5 mm thick spokes 




Figure 4-29: Frequency spectrum of upper quarter node lateral spoke vibrations with 4.5 mm thick 





Figure 4-30: Frequency spectrum of lower quarter node lateral spoke vibrations with 4.5 mm thick 
spokes rolling at 60 km/hr   
 
 
4.5 Simulation of a TweelTM with 1.5 mm thick spokes rolling at 60 km/hr 
In this simulation, thickness of all the spokes is decreased by 50% i.e., it is dropped from 
3 mm spoke thickness (original) to 1.5 mm spoke thickness. The simulation procedure is as 
discussed in Chapter 3. The amount of ground vertical displacement to be considered in this 
simulation is computed from Figure 4-31 and was found to be 22 mm for the same amount of 
load acting on the Tweel
TM 
due to the self weight of the vehicle.  
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Figure 4-31: Vertical load vs. Deflection for 1.5 mm thick spoke Tweel
TM
 
 The variation in spoke length for a Tweel
TM
 rolling at 60 km/hr with 1.5 mm thick 
spokes is shown in Figure 4-32. It is noted from Figure 4-32 that the spokes gradually lengthen as 
they enter the contact region which is also seen in the before simulations. The perpendicular 
distance of the marker nodes from the straight line computed at every time step is shown in 
Figure 4-33. The same Marker nodes are created as discussed in Section 4.2, Figure 4-6. Node 
163 is the middle node, the upper and lower intermediate nodes are node 10 and node 11 




























Loading Phase Rolling Phase
 
Figure 4-32: Spoke length vs. Time for a Tweel
TM
 with 1.5 mm thick spokes at 60 km/hr 
The frequency spectrum is obtained from a time period of 1.6 seconds to 2 seconds 
during the rolling phase for the data shown in Figure 4-33 (orange box). The frequency spectrums 
for the middle node, upper quarter node and lower quarter node are shown in Figures 4-34, Figure 
4-35 and Figure 4-36 respectively, and it is observed from these frequency spectrum figures that, 
there is a very less significant shift in the frequencies, when the thickness of Tweel
TM
 spokes is 
decreased by 50%. It is observed from Figure 4-34, „frequency spectrum of the middle node 
lateral spoke vibrations for a Tweel
TM
 with 1.5 mm thick spokes rolling at 60 km/hr‟, that it 
contains a peak at 225 Hz but with a higher amplitude of 3300 instead of 1800 on comparing with 
Figure 4-12, „frequency spectrum of middle node lateral vibrations (3mm original thick spokes) 
for Tweel
TM
 rolling at a speed of 60 km/hr‟. It is also noted from Figure 4-35 and Figure 4-36 that 
the frequency peaks at 225 Hz and 420 Hz are of higher amplitudes when compared to the 
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frequency spectrums of upper quarter and lower quarter nodes lateral spoke vibrations (3mm 
original thick spoke) for Tweel
TM
 rolling at 60 km/hr, Figure 4-13 and Figure 4-14. 
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Figure 4-33: Perpendicular distance of Marker nodes from straight line with 1.5 mm thick spokes 







Figure 4-34: Frequency spectrum of middle node lateral spoke vibrations with 1.5 mm thick spokes 




Figure 4-35: Frequency spectrum of upper quarter node lateral spoke vibrations with 1.5 mm thick 





Figure 4-36: Frequency spectrum of lower quarter node lateral spoke vibrations with 1.5 mm thick 
spokes rolling at 60 km/hr   
 
 
4.6 Simulation of a TweelTM (plane strain) rolling at 60 km/hr 
The simulations carried out till now are using plane stress models. In reality the Tweel
TM
 
falls in between plane stress and plane strain models. This section discusses the results from a 
two-dimensional plane strain Tweel
TM
 model rolling at 60 km/hr. The computational method, 
boundary conditions, meshing are all explained earlier in Chapters 2 and 3. The thickness of the 
spoke is 3 mm and the spoke curvature is 5 mm. The cooling simulation is carried out in the same 
procedure as discussed in Section 3.1. The results from this simulation performed in 




Figure 4-37: Contours of the Von-Mises Stress from cooling simulation in  
ABAQUS/Standard (plane strain) 
The cooling stresses are higher in the plane strain case than in the plane stress model as 
the former is stiffer than the later. This explains that the pre-tensioning in the spokes is higher in 
the plane strain model. The temperature distribution during this simulation is shown in Figure 
4-38. The results obtained from the cooling analysis in ABAQUS/Standard are then imported into 
ABAQUS/Explicit to perform the dynamic simulation analyses. 
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Figure 4-38: Temperature vs. time for cooling simulation in ABAQUS/Standard (plane strain) 
 
Figure 4-39: Load vs. Deflection curve (plane strain) 
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The computational method is same for both the plane strain and plane stress models. The 
ground vertical displacement of 9 mm for the same quarter weight vehicle load during dynamic 
loading analysis is determined from the load vs. deflection curve shown in Figure 4-39. The 
dynamic loading and rolling analyses are performed in a similar way to the plane stress models as 
discussed in Section 3.3. The contours of Von-Mises stresses from dynamic loading and rolling 
simulations are shown in Figure 4-40. 
 
Figure 4-40: Contours of Von-Mises stresses from loading & rolling simulations at 60 km/hr (plane 
strain) 
In order to track the spoke vibrations, marker nodes (red shots) as shown in Figure 4-41 
were created on a single spoke which is in the contact region. The length of the spoke was 
computed by calculating the distance between node 9 and node 12 at each time step. Node 111 is 
the middle node, the upper and lower intermediate nodes are node 10 and node 11 respectively. 
The variation in spoke length for a plane strain model of a Tweel
TM
 rolling at 60 km/hr is shown 
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in Figure 4-43. It is observed that the spokes gradually lengthen as they enter the contact region. 
Figure 4-44 shows the perpendicular distance of the marker nodes from the straight line computed 
at every time step. 
 










Figure 4-42: Computation of Lateral spoke vibrations (plane strain) 
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Figure 4-43: Spoke length vs. Time for Tweel
TM
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Figure 4-44: Perpendicular distance of Marker nodes from straight line vs. Time at 60 Km/hr (plane 
strain) 
The frequency contents for these lateral spoke vibrations are extracted from a time period 
of 1.6 seconds to 2 seconds during the rolling phase for the data shown in Figure 4-44 (orange 
box) using Simulink toolboxes in MATLAB. The analytical procedure for extracting the 
frequency contents is discussed in Section 4.2. The frequency spectrums for the middle node, 
upper quarter node and lower quarter node are shown in Figure 4-45, Figure 4-46 and Figure 4-47 
respectively. The middle node frequency content shows a dominant frequency at 225 Hz while 
the upper and lower quarter nodes show dominant frequencies at 225 Hz and 520 Hz. The reason 
for the shift in dominant frequencies in the plane strain model when compared to the plane stress 









































This section discusses the results obtained from the simulations carried out with 
variations in Tweel
TM
 rolling speed and variations in Tweel
TM
 spoke thickness. The impact of 
these variations on the spoke vibration frequencies of the Tweel
TM
 which are studied in Sections 
4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 are summarized below.  
Comparing the spoke vibration frequencies with variations in Tweel
TM
 speed: It is 
observed from Sections 4.2, and 4.3, that even though the rolling speed is increased 
by 33%, the spoke vibration frequencies do not change but the amplitude increases. 
This invariance of frequency with rolling speed strongly suggests that the spoke 
vibrations are not forced vibrations tied to the wheel, but are free vibrations occurring 
at spoke natural frequencies. The amplitude trend for the middle node (node 163) for 
a Tweel
TM
 rolling speeds of 60 km/hr and 80 km/hr is shown in Figure 4-48. The 
same amplitude trend was also observed for the upper and lower quarter nodes for a 
Tweel
TM
 rolling speeds of 60 km/hr and 80 km/hr. 
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Figure 4-48: Amplitude trend vs. Tweel
TM
 speed for the middle node (node 163) 
Comparing the spoke vibration frequencies with variations in Tweel
TM
 spoke 
thickness: Simulations are carried out for a Tweel
TM
 with spoke thicknesses 3 mm, 
4.5 mm, and 1.5 mm rolling at 60 km/hr as discussed in Sections 4.2, 4.4 and 4.6 
respectively. It can be noted that when the Tweel
TM
 spoke thicknesses are either 
increased or decreased by 50%, the spoke vibration frequencies do not change 
significantly but the amplitude of these spoke vibrations increase or decrease by 50% 
respectively. Figure 4-49 explains the amplitude trends for the middle node (node 
163) for Tweel
TM
 spoke thicknesses of 1.5 mm, 3 mm and 4.5 mm at a rolling speed 
of 60 km/hr and Figure 4-50 explains the frequency trend of the middle node for the 
same spoke thicknesses. The same amplitude and frequency trends were observed for 
the upper and lower quarter nodes for Tweel
TM
 spoke thicknesses of 1.5 mm, 3 mm, 
and 4.5 mm.  
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Figure 4-49: Amplitude trend & Frequency trend vs. Tweel
TM




Figure 4-50: Frequency trend vs. Tweel
TM
 spoke thickness for the middle node (node 163) 
Comparing the middle node dominant frequencies of plane stress and plane strain 
Tweel
TM
 models rolling at 60 km/hr : The middle node dominant frequency of 190 Hz 
in the plane stress model shifted to a dominant frequency of 225 Hz for the middle 
node in the case of plane strain model in the same order of amplitudes. This frequency 








COMPUTATIONAL METHOD FOR THREE DIMENSIONAL SPOKE 
The simulations of the two-dimensional Tweel
TM
 model as discussed earlier in Chapters 3 
and 4 capture only in-plane spoke vibrations. These simulations may miss important vibrational 
modes that must be taken into consideration in designing the spokes for low acoustic noise 
generation. Although creating and analyzing a full three-dimensional Tweel
TM
 at high rolling 
speeds is theoretically possible, the computational time required for solving it would be too large. 
Therefore, in order to develop a computational method for solving the spoke dynamics with 
realistic boundary conditions and to allow many design iterations, a three-dimensional single 
Tweel
TM
 spoke model is created in such a way that the results from the two-dimensional rolling 
Tweel
TM
 model is given as an input to this spoke model. This new single spoke model captures 
both in-plane and out-of-plane spoke vibrations. The computational procedure for the three-
dimensional Tweel
TM
 spoke model involves these 3 steps: 
1. Perform the cooling analysis step in ABAQUS/Standard for a time period of 1 





2. Pretension the spoke further to simulate the effect of vehicle weight. 
3. Import the cooling results into ABAQUS/Explicit to perform dynamic analysis. 
4. Analyze the dynamic response of the single spoke by imposing the spoke 
displacement profile obtained from the two-dimensional rolling Tweel
TM
 model. 
These computational procedures are described in detail in this chapter, and their 
simulation results are provided in Chapter 6. 
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5.1 Geometric modeling of the spoke  
The geometric modeling of the spoke is performed in the ABAQUS Computer-Aided 
Engineering software. The spoke geometry modeling is same as the spoke geometric profile from 
the two-dimensional Tweel
TM
 model, and is obtained by outputting the coordinates of all nodes 
positioned on a spoke (red box) of an unloaded Tweel
TM
 as shown in Figure 5-1. The spoke 
created is 210 mm wide, 3 mm thick and has a curvature of 5 mm as shown in Figure 5-2. 
 





Figure 5-2: Geometric 3-D Spoke model 
 
 
5.2  Material properties for the spoke model 
The geometric CAD model of the spoke created in ABAQUS is assigned the same 
material properties as the spokes in the two-dimensional  Tweel
TM
 model. The mass density of the 






. A hyperelastic material using Mooney-Rivlin strain energy 
potential is defined for the spoke geometry with the following values for the coefficients: 
   C10 = 0.75 ; C01 = 0 ; D1 = 0.066     
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5.3 Meshing the spoke in ABAQUS/Standard 
A finite element model of the spoke associated with the spoke geometric model is 
generated in order to analyze the spoke dynamics. This geometric spoke model is meshed with 
linear hexahedral eight node thermally coupled brick, tri-linear displacement and temperature, 
reduced integration, hourglass control elements  of type C3D8RT selected from the 
ABAQUS/Standard elements library. In total, the model contains 9450 elements and 14628 
nodes. Each node has both displacement and rotational degrees of freedom. Coincident nodes and 
coincident elements are eliminated by making quality checks [12]. Figure 5-3 shows the finite 
element model of the spoke generated in ABAQUS/Standard. 
 




5.4 Boundary conditions for cooling the spoke model in ABAQUS/Standard 
 The spoke is attached to the shear beam on one end and rigid hub on the other which is 
clearly seen from the two-dimensional Tweel
TM 
model. In order to model this, nodes located on 
the top end and bottom end faces of the spoke are constrained in all six degrees-of-freedom. 
Figure 5-4 shows the fixed displacement boundary conditions defined on the finite element spoke 
model. An initial temperature field with a magnitude of 125
0
C is defined for all the nodes in the 
model. Figure 5-5 shows the temperature boundary conditions definition on the spoke model. 
 
Figure 5-4: Displacement boundary condition 
on finite element spoke model 
 
Figure 5-5: Temperature boundary condition 
on finite element spoke model 
 
 
5.5 Coupled displacement-temperature simulation of cooling in ABAQUS/Standard 
ABAQUS/Standard is used to simulate the cooling of the single spoke for a period of 1 
second using the coupled displacement-temperature analysis. The geometric non-linearity is 
Top end and bottom 
end faces constrained 
Temperature field 
defined for entire 
model 
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turned on during this analysis step. A coupled temperature-displacement procedure in 
ABAQUS/Standard is employed to solve the stress/displacement and temperature fields 
simultaneously with neglected inertial effects. This analysis procedure is mainly used when 
thermal and mechanical solutions affect each other strongly. In ABAQUS/Standard the heat 
transfer equations are integrated using a backward-difference scheme and the coupled system is 
solved using Newton‟s method as discussed earlier in Section 3.1.2 [17]. 
 
 
5.6 Importing the results from ABAQUS/Standard into ABAQUS/Explicit 
The results obtained from the above simulation in ABAQUS/Standard are then imported 
into ABAQUS/Explicit to carry out the dynamic loading analyses. ABAQUS provides the 
capability to import the results from ABAQUS/Standard into ABAQUS/Explicit, including the 
transfer of a deformed mesh and its associated material state. New model definitions like new 
elements, new nodes, new materials, etc. can be added to the model in an imported analysis once 
the import has been specified. In order to save the results obtained from ABAQUS/Standard, the 
Standard job was written to restart (.res), analysis database (.mdl and .stt) part (.prt) and output 
database (.odb) files by requesting for a restart file in the step module. The increments at which 
restart information were written was also specified. To import the results from 
ABAQUS/Standard into ABAQUS/Explicit, a predefined field called initial state in the initial 
step of the analysis is created by selecting the required parts to be imported. The material state 
along with the deformed shape, stresses, plastic strains, internal strains and stresses were 




5.7 Meshing the spoke in ABAQUS/Explicit 
The imported geometric spoke model from ABAQUS/Standard into ABAQUS/Explicit is 
meshed with linear hexahedral eight node thermally coupled brick, tri-linear displacement and 
temperature, reduced integration, hourglass control elements  of type C3D8RT selected from the 
ABAQUS/Explicit elements library [14]. In total, the entire spoke model contains 9450 elements 
and 14628 nodes. Each node has displacement components and rotational degrees of freedom. 
Coincident nodes and coincident elements are eliminated by making quality checks. The physical 
representation of the finite element model of the spoke generated in ABAQUS/Explicit is same as 
shown in Figure 5-3. 
 
 
5.8 Boundary conditions for loading and imposing the spoke length profile on spoke model in 
ABAQUS/Explicit 
 The loading analysis step conducted in the two-dimensional model as explained earlier in 
Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 would result in tensioning the spokes in the upper region and 
compressing them in the bottom region as shown in Figure 5-6. In order to simulate this 
phenomenon of tension in the upper region spokes seen in the two-dimensional Tweel
TM
 model, 
the three-dimensional single spoke model is assigned a displacement boundary condition equal to 
the change in length of the upper region spoke caused due to loading the Tweel
TM
. All the nodes 
on the upper face of the spoke model as shown in Figure 5-7, are constrained in all degrees-of-
freedom except the second degree-of-freedom i.e., along y-direction. This boundary condition is 











Figure 5-6: Results from loading step of a two-dimensional Tweel
TM
 
The rolling analysis step conducted on the two-dimensional Tweel
TM
 model, is simulated 
by creating a displacement boundary condition during the analysis step, imposing the spoke 
length profile vs. time on the upper face nodes. All the nodes located on the upper face of the 
spoke model as shown in Figure 5-7 are constrained in all degrees-of-freedom except the second 
degree-of-freedom i.e., along the y-direction. The spoke length profile vs. time (orange box) 
inputted to the spoke is shown in Figure 5-8. 
The lower face of the spoke is attached to the shear beam and therefore, all the nodes 
located on the lower face of the spoke model are constrained in all six degrees-of freedom. Figure 
5-7 shows the boundary conditions defined on the finite element spoke model. A temperature 
boundary condition is assigned to the spoke model, to keep the temperature constant at 25
0
C 









Figure 5-7: Boundary conditions on finite element spoke model in ABAQUS/Explicit 
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corresponds to one 
revolution of the Tweel from 
1.75 sec to 1.9 sec
 
Figure 5-8: Spoke length vs. time profile input on 3-D spoke model in ABAQUS/Explicit 
 
 
5.9 Dynamic Coupled displacement-temperature simulation of loading and imposing spoke 
length profile in ABAQUS/Explicit 
The dynamic loading analyses steps are carried out using dynamic coupled displacement-
temperature analysis procedure in ABAQUS/Explicit on the finite element spoke model. Loading 
and imposing the spoke length profile analyses steps are conducted for simulation time periods of 
0.5 seconds and 0.15 seconds respectively.  An explicit dynamic response is used when 
simulating large models with relatively short dynamic response times. This dynamic response 
uses large deformation theory, where models can undergo large deformations and rotations. 
ABAQUS/Explicit implements an explicit integration rule along with usage of a diagonal mass 
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matrix. The mass matrix is a diagonal and hence the equations of the system are explicitly solved 
as they are uncoupled. The equations of motion are integrated using the central difference rule in 
a dynamic analysis as explained systematically in Section 3.3. ABAQUS/Explicit is highly 
efficient for large deformations and nonlinear dynamic problems where small time steps are 
required for accuracy [14]. The presence of mesh non uniformities and poor mesh qualities in 
ABAQUS/Explicit decreases the stable time increment and therefore, increases the number of 
iterations required to solve the problem. The smallest element present in the entire finite element 






















RESULTS FROM THE THREE-DIMENSIONAL SPOKE 
ABAQUS/Standard and ABAQUS/Explicit are used to simulate the cooling and dynamic 
analyses respectively on the three-dimensional finite element spoke model. The simulation of the 
cooling analysis in ABAQUS/Standard for the spoke is provided in Section 5.5. The results 
obtained from this simulation are then imported into ABAQUS/Explicit where finite element 
simulations of the dynamic response of the spoke model are studied by imposing the spoke 
displacement profile obtained from the two-dimensional rolling Tweel
TM
 model as described in 
Section 5.6 and Section 5.9. The dynamic simulation results of this spoke model clearly explains 
both the in-plane and out-of-plane spoke vibrations which are later discussed comprehensively in 
Section 6.2. The results obtained from spoke cooling simulation are presented in Section 6.1. 
 
 
6.1 Simulation of cooling effect on the spoke model 
This section discusses the results obtained from cooling simulation on the single spoke 
model carried out in ABAQUS/Standard using coupled displacement-temperature analysis. The 
spoke dimensions and material properties are as discussed in Section 5.1. Nodes located on the 
top end and bottom end faces of the spoke are constrained in all six degrees-of-freedom. An 
initial temperature field of 125
0
C is defined for all the nodes and a temperature boundary 
condition of magnitude 25
0
C is defined in the cooling analysis step for the entire spoke model. 
This temperature change brings the spoke into a state of tension and thus, building up the 
pretension stresses within itself.  Figure 6-1 shows the contours of the cooling simulation as well 
as the difference in the spoke geometries before and after the cooling simulation. The corners of 
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top and bottom end faces of the spoke are subjected to high stresses as shown in Figure 6-1 (b). 






Figure 6-1: Contours of the Von-Mises Stress from cooling simulation in ABAQUS/Standard 
(a) Before cooling (b) After cooling 
High stresses on corners 




Figure 6-2: Temperature vs. Time on all nodes during cooling simulation in ABAQUS/Standard 
 
 
6.2 Simulation of dynamic loading and imposing the spoke length profile on 
the spoke model 
This section discusses the results obtained from the dynamic loading simulations using 
dynamic coupled-displacement temperature analysis. The boundary conditions during the 
dynamic loading and imposing spoke displacement profile phases are discussed in detail in 
Section 5.8. The procedure for carrying out this dynamic simulation is provided in Section 5.9. 
Figure 6-3 shows the Von-Mises stresses developed due to the dynamic loading simulations. 
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Figure 6-3: Contours of the Von-Mises stresses from dynamic loading simulations in 
ABAQUS/Explicit 
Figure 6-4 showing the contours of displacement of the nodes about z-direction clearly 
explain the presence of out-of-plane vibrations which were absent in the case of two-dimensional 
rolling Tweel
TM
 model. The frequencies of both the in-plane and out-of-plane spoke vibrations 
are analytically calculated and discussed in this chapter. 
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Figure 6-4: Contours of Z-Displacement of all nodes from dynamic loading simulations in 
ABAQUS/Explicit 
In order to track the in-plane spoke vibrations, marker nodes (red shots) as shown in 
Figure 6-5 have been created vertically on the spoke model. The length of the spoke is computed 
by calculating the distance between node 1 and node 31 at each time step. The magnitude of these 
vibrations are computed analytically by drawing a straight line passing through node 1 and node 
46 and calculating the perpendicular distance of the nodes 1, 12, 23, 34, 46  as shown in Figure 
6-6. The variation in the length of the spoke is also computed by calculating the distance between 







Node 1  
Figure 6-5: Vertical marker nodes on the spoke for in-plane spoke vibrations 
Distance of 





Figure 6-6: Computation of in-plane spoke vibrations 
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node 46 (top node)
 
Figure 6-7: Perpendicular distance of Marker nodes (vertical) from the straight line vs. Time 

























Figure 6-8: Spoke length vs. Time 
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Figure 6-7 shows the perpendicular distance of the marker nodes (vertical) from the 
straight line passing through node 1 and node 46. The green line represents perpendicular 
distance of the middle node marker and, the blue and magenta lines are the upper and lower 
intermediate quarter marker nodes respectively. The spoke length vs. time obtained from this 
model is presented in Figure 6-8. The frequency contents for these in-plane spoke vibrations are 
extracted using Simulink toolboxes in MATLAB. Node 23 is the middle node while node 12 and 
node 34 are the upper and lower quarter intermediate nodes respectively. Figure 6-9, Figure 6-10 
and Figure 6-11 show the frequency contents of the observed spoke vibrations. It is observed that 
both the middle node and the intermediate nodes have frequency peaks at 90 Hz, 180 Hz, 260 Hz 




















Figure 6-11: Frequency spectrum of lower quarter intermediate node in-plane spoke vibrations 
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For monitoring the out-of-plane spoke vibrations, marker nodes along the width of the 
spoke (red shots) are assigned horizontally on the spoke model as shown in Figure 6-12. The 
magnitude of out-of-plane spoke vibrations are computed analytically by developing the equation 
of a plane formed by the four corners of the spoke and calculating the perpendicular distance of 
the nodes 23, 1219, 2415, 3657, 4853 from the reference plane as shown in Figure 6-13. Node 23 
and Node 4853 are the first and last nodes respectively; Node 2415 is the middle node; Node 






Figure 6-12: Horizontal marker nodes on the spoke for out-of-plane spoke vibrations 
Distance of Marker 
nodes to the reference 
plane
 
Figure 6-13: Computation of out-of-plane spoke vibrations 
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Figure 6-14 shows the perpendicular distance of the marker nodes (horizontal) from the 
reference plane formed by the four corners of the spoke model. The green line represents 
perpendicular distance of the middle node marker; the black and red lines overlapping each other 
represent the last and first nodes respectively; the blue and magenta lines which overlap with each 
other are the left and right intermediate quarter marker nodes respectively. Simulink toolboxes in 
MATLAB are used to extract the frequency contents for these spoke vibrations. Figure 6-15, 
Figure 6-16 and Figure 6-17, Figure 6-18, Figure 6-19 show the frequency contents of the 
observed out-of-plane spoke vibrations. It is noted that both the middle node and the intermediate 
nodes have frequency peaks at 90 Hz, 180 Hz, 260 Hz and 600 Hz. 































node 23 (first node)
node 1219
node 2415  (middle node)
node 3657
node 4853 (last node)
 
Figure 6-14: Perpendicular distance of Marker nodes (horizontal) from Reference Plane vs. Time 
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Figure 6-19: Frequency spectrum of Last node out-of-plane spoke vibrations 
To ensure that the results are accurate and the inertia forces are negligible the kinetic 
energy was calculated and compared to the total internal energy. Figure 6-20 shows the 
comparison of kinetic and internal energies of the three dimensional spoke model during the 
cooling simulation in ABAQUS/Standard.  This shows that the cooling simulation performed for 
a time period of 1 second analysis is static, since the kinetic energy of the model is below 5% of 
the internal energy of the entire model. Figure 6-21 shows that the kinetic energy is more than the 
internal energy thereby confirming the dynamic simulations carried out in ABAQUS/Explicit for 
a total time period of 0.65 seconds [12]. 
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Figure 6-20: Comparison of Kinetic and Internal energies of the 3D spoke model during cooling 
simulation 
 
Figure 6-21: Comparison of Kinetic and Internal energies of the 3D spoke model during dynamic 
simulation 
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In order to understand the in-plane and out-of-plane frequency contents the natural 
frequencies of the spoke model are extracted in ABAQUS using frequency extraction analysis. 
The cooling and loading analyses are performed in ABAQUS/Standard and then the natural 
frequencies of the model are extracted. Table 6-1 discusses the extracted natural frequencies of 
the model and the mode numbers associated with them. 







  (RAD/TIME) (CYCLES/TIME) 
    
1 1.82731E+06 1351.8 215.14 
2 1.84051E+06 1356.7 215.92 
3 2.60812E+06 1615.0 257.03 
4 3.31940E+06 1821.9 289.97 
5 4.62232E+06 2150.0 342.18 
6 6.66979E+06 2582.6 411.03 
7 8.00958E+06 2830.1 450.43 
8 8.01153E+06 2830.5 450.48 
9 9.69511E+06 3113.7 495.56 
10 1.05599E+07 3249.6 517.19 
11 1.15109E+07 3392.8 539.98 
12 1.34234E+07 3663.8 583.11 
13 1.39690E+07 3737.5 594.84 
 
 The modal shapes for the corresponding mode numbers of 1, 2, 3, and 4 are provided 
respectively in Figure 6-22, Figure 6-23, Figure 6-24 and Figure 6-25. 
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Figure 6-22: Mode-1 of the Spoke model 
 
Figure 6-23: Mode-2 of the Spoke model 
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Figure 6-24: Mode-3 of the Spoke model 
 
Figure 6-25: Mode-4 of the Spoke model 
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The following observations are made from the out-of-plane spoke vibrations: 
1. The frequency spectrum patterns for the FIRST and LAST nodes (NODE 23 and 
NODE 4853) are similar. 
2. The frequency spectrum patterns for the LEFT, MIDDLE and RIGHT nodes (NODE 
1219, NODE 2415 and NODE 3657) are similar. 
3. Figure 6-14 clearly explains the flapping behavior of the spoke model. 
4. The frequency peak at 260 Hz which represents the flapping behavior of the spoke is 
seen missing in the frequency spectrums of the two-dimensional Tweel
TM
 models. 

















6.3  Conclusions  
This section summarizes the results obtained from the simulations carried out on a three-
dimensional Tweel
TM
 spoke, used to capture both the in-plane and out-of-plane spoke vibrations.   
On comparing Figure 6-7 and Figure 6-14 it can be clearly understood that the perpendicular 
distance of the horizontal marker nodes from the reference plane is same as that of the vertical 
nodes and thus, strongly explaining the existence of “flapping” behavior of the spokes. Also, the 
ratio of observed in-plane spoke vibrations to out-of-plane spoke vibrations is approximately 1:1. 
The different mode shapes shown in Figure 6-22, Figure 6-23, Figure 6-24 and Figure 6-25 













A two-dimensional finite element model of a passenger car Tweel
TM
 has been created and 
analyzed while rolling at speeds of 60 Km/hr and 80 Km/hr. An analytical method for monitoring 
the spoke lateral vibrations was developed and applied to the models. The two-dimensional 
analyses showed that dominant lateral spoke vibrations occurred at frequencies of nearly 190 Hz, 
360 Hz, and 620 Hz. These spoke vibration frequencies remain unchanged when the rotational 
speed of the Tweel
TM
 was changed, satisfying the hypothesis that the spokes vibrate at their 
natural frequencies irrespective of rolling speed.  
A three-dimensional model of a single spoke having the same spoke geometric profile as 
the two-dimensional Tweel
TM
 model was created to study variations in the vibrational spoke 
patterns across its face. To insure realistic boundary conditions for spoke dynamic modeling, the 
spoke length vs. time data from the two-dimensional simulations was used as input to this three-
dimensional model.  
 Inferences made from the observed frequency spectrums of 2-D Tweel
TM
 models and the 
3-D spoke model 
1. The lower frequency contents around less than 80 Hz in the frequency spectrums of the 
two-dimensional Tweel
TM
 models shown in Figure 4-12 appear in the frequency contents of the 
three-dimensional spoke models to be around 90 Hz as shown in Figure 6-15.  
2. The observed frequency peak at 190 Hz which represents the pure bending in the two-
dimensional Tweel
TM
 models shown in Figure 4-12, got shifted to 180 Hz representing the 
bending modes in the three-dimensional spoke models as shown in Figure 6-15. 
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3. The observed frequency peak at 260 Hz which is seen in the frequency spectrums of 
the three-dimensional spoke model as shown in Figure 6-18 and Figure 6-19 is missing in the 
frequency spectrums of the two-dimensional models. It can also be inferred that this observed 
peak at 260 Hz in the three-dimensional models represent the natural frequency of the spoke (red 
highlighted in Table 6-1) and its corresponding mode shape as shown in Figure 6-24 clearly 
explains that this frequency is related to the „flapping mode‟. 
4. The observed frequency peak at 620 Hz in the two-dimensional Tweel
TM
 models 
shown in Figure 4-12 got shifted to 600 Hz in the three-dimensional spoke models as shown in 
Figure 6-15. 
Finally, the three-dimensional spoke model helps in reducing the amplitude of the in-
plane spoke vibrations and also, captures significant out-of-plane spoke vibrations representing 
the flapping modes occurring at the natural frequencies of the spoke. These out-of plane spoke 





7.1 Future Work 
A reasonably reliable and realistic finite element model of a high speed rolling Tweel
TM
 
was created, and an analytical method to extract the spoke vibrational patterns and frequencies 
was developed in this work [10].  In this section, some suggestions for future research work 
extending this thesis are included: 
 Improved computational modeling strategies 
o Investigate coupling of spoke vibrations to ring vibrations. 
o Reduced computational time by using beam elements for spokes. 
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o Access National Science Foundation (NSF) supercomputer for full 3-D 
model of high-speed rolling Tweel
TM
. 
 Computational investigation of strategies for reduction of spoke vibration and acoustic 
noise generation 
o  Effect of material damping on spoke response. 
o Sensitivity of spoke vibration frequency to small changes in spoke 
thickness. 
o Sensitivity of spoke vibration frequency to variations in spoke thickness 
along its length. 
o Effect of spoke patterning in axial direction on vibration frequency. 
 
 Experimental investigation of TweelTM spoke vibrations 
o Apply strain gages to Audi TweelTM spoke and run on a chassis dyno in 
anechoic chamber. 
o Use slip-rings to get signals out. 
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